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SUMMARY

How does vernacular typography contribute to a sense of 
place and belonging in the community of Walthamstow? 

By exploring the multicultural area, I will build a 
framework that can be applied in a community, whether 
geographical or cultural, and that aims to engage people 

in the visual and social history around them.

Overview
The project will develop work from a previous 
module to form a research and testing phase 
that can grow into Stowe Framework. I intend it 
to be a typography community venture that can 
be applied in any location and as a commercial 
product that is sold as a tool for companies to 
understand their audience.

Aims
 – The MA project will research the social 

context behind vernacular typography and 
assess to what extent research is applies to 
Walthamstow

 – Evaluate vernacular typography in the area 
and the community’s reception of it

 – Engage with local typography practitioners 
 – Research social history and conduct surveys 

about contemporary culture 
 – Test workshop plans with the community to 

gain valuable feedback.

Objectives
 – Interview five local typography and design 

practitioners to gain insight into their 
opinions and contributions to the area

 – Engage twenty members of the community 
from a broad demographic range test 
workshop plans 

 – Compile a map of typography in the area  
to evaluate trends and patterns.

Purpose
Typography is a powerful marker of regional 
identity and has a remarkable ability to 
capture the local character of a particular 
time and place. This project forms the basis 
of a social-based business framework that 
can be used with different communities 
to create the typeface and safeguard their 
visual history.

Audience
Stowe Framework intended as an iterative and 
collaborative process where members of the 
Walthamstow community are simultaneously 
participant, contributor and audience.

Historical and Theoretical Context
TYPE SEMIOTICS 
How is typography used in the area and how 
do people respond to it? How has gentrification 
affected the typography?
PROTEST TYPOGRAPHY
How do people show their opinions on the 
political and social climate?

Type of submission
The project will be a hybrid and will comprise 
of academic study and research, followed by 
a business plan for funding that will be presented 
to Waltham Forest Council ‘Fellowship Funding’ 
next year. 
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Timeline Resources

DISCOVER
21 September – 30 October 2020

 – Write draft project summary
 – Devise critical path
 – Conduct preliminary research 
 – Build connections
 – Evaluate and approve research ethics

 – Experience of publishing critical paths
 – Previous module resources and curiosity
 – Zoom, phone and email
 – Research Integrity And Ethics Handbook

DEFINE
2 November – 11 December 2020

 – Collate and review research 
 – Gather vernacular typography examples
 – Formalise connections for partnerships
 – Devise workshops and design worksheets

 – Management and citing tools
 – Camera and database software
 – New connections and communication
 – Knots Arts, Land Art Agency and software

DEVELOP
14 December 2020 – 2 February 2021

 – Test workshops with small numbers
 – Field feedback from community
 – Design typography map
 – Build budget for future framework

 – Larger group of community selected  
from wider demographic range

 – Resources from previous research
 – Business plan from GDE730

 – Adults selected from demographics
 – Survey and informal feedback
 – Vernacular typography examples and software 
 – Business plan from GDE730

DELIVER
2 February – 26 March 2021

 – Run workshops to wider community
 – Write research and prepare outcomes
 – Write business plan for future framework

KEY DATES

 – 5 February: Draft Critical Report hand-in
 – 26 March: Critical Report hand-in

EVALUATE
29 March – 30 April

 – Review personal work and journey
 – Evaluate project outcomes and feedback
 – Prepare future plans for Stowe Framework

KEY DATES

 – 30 April: Final hand-in

 – Critical mindset
 – Evaluating tools
 – Funding guidelines and
 – Framework advice


